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New ECOLOGO® Certification for GMS Industrial Supply!
The Green Oger® remains unstoppable with this new credential!
Virginia Beach, VA – September 7, 2018 – GMS Industrial Supply, Inc., already renowned for their
environmentally friendly product line, announced today that its Green Oger BIO, Natural Reflections BIO,
Super Natural Bowl Buster BIO, and Green Oger Jr. BIO have earned UL’s ECOLOGO® Certification, offering
third party validation of its superior health and sustainability performance.
One of the most respected third party environmental labels in the market today, the ECOLOGO mark signifies
that the Green Oger BIO, Natural Reflections BIO, Super Natural Bowl Buster BIO, and Green Oger Jr. BIO
meet the rigorous, life cycle-based environmental performance criteria as defined in UL’s stringent ECOLOGO
standard (Standard 2759), which evaluates multiple criteria throughout a product’s life including energy use,
waste disposal, and toxics reduction, among other areas.
“GMS Industrial Supply has consistently strived to meet the goals of the Department of Defense, including but
not limited to waste reduction and cost savings while providing a benefit to the environment. With the
ECOLOGO label, it further certifies that our Green Oger BIO, Natural Reflections BIO, Super Natural Bowl
Buster BIO, and Green Oger Jr. BIO, is manufactured in ways that minimize environmental impact, providing
a sustainable option when it comes to cleaning multi-surfaces,” said Rachel Gorken, owner and president of
GMS Industrial Supply, Inc.
By earning the UL ECOLOGO certification, GMS Industrial Supply can now more fully understand, measure,
and credibly communicate the superior environmental performance of their products, while communicating its
sustainability leadership and environmental stewardship.
About UL Environment
UL Environment, a division of UL (Underwriters Laboratories), works to advance global sustainability,
environmental health, and safety by supporting the growth and development of environmentally preferable
products, services, and organizations. For more information, visit www.ul.com/environment.
About GMS Industrial Supply
GMS Industrial Supply, Inc. is a woman-owned small business in Virginia Beach, VA and San Diego, CA. For
over 17 years, GMS has established itself as one of the largest small business suppliers to the U.S.
Government and Department of Defense. Our unique, high-tech products are designed with the environment
in mind and offer solutions unlike anyone else in the industry. Our logistical experience in the areas of chemical
solutions, fasteners, and tactical gear has been the catalyst to our growth in the industry throughout the United
States and abroad. With dozens of National Stock Numbers and hundreds of NAVSUP stock numbers,
combined with our DLA FedMall and GSA Advantage contracts, our company provides a full solution for your
command. For more details, please visit www.GMSindustrialsupply.com.

